
2024 Design RV Crx V8 2110  

$91,990 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 0 kms
Colour: Grey
Transmission:
Body: Caravan
Drive Type:
Fuel Type:
Engine: Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders:
Stock #: 1210
VIN: 

Dealer: Victorian RV Sales
Address: Yard 10/28 Commercial Drive Pakenham VIC 3810
Phone: 03 8583 5386

Dealer Comments

The CRX Forerunner range truly caters to today’s modern and adventurous traveller planning that trip of a lifetime.



Have you grown tired of the bitumen and looking for some semi-off-road adventure? Then the CRX is perfect for
you, tackle corrugations easily and in style. Discover all the wondrous National Parks and scenic locations that
Australia has to offer, whilst equipped with the luxury of high end appliances and an array of safety features.
Featuring a huge, comfortable club lounge and east-west bed, the Design 8 is perfect for those extended trips.
Amongst the host of fabulous features are : Large slide-out outdoor kitchen ; 2 x 195 watt solar panels ; 2 x 110
amp hour Lithium batteries ; 175 litre compressor upside-down fridge ; Fully independent coil spring suspension
PLUS optional dual shock absorbers per wheel ; Grey water tank ; DO35 off road hitch ; Front toolbox ; Front stone-
guard ; External shower ; Rear bathroom with full size shower and separate toilet ; Top loader washing machine ;
Ibis 4 inverter reverse cycle air conditioner ; and much, much more.....

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.



Features and Specifications

Specifications have been sourced from redbook.com.au and are based on manufacturer standard specifications. Actual specifications for this vehicle may differ, please
confirm with the seller.
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